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One of the oldest and most respected product and badge companies in the law enforcement
community would have to be Smith and Warren badges company based out of New York. They
consistently satisfy all cities, states, departments and agencies with their very fine work and have
been doing so for many decades. The other well respected company in the industry is Blackington
badges based out of Massachusetts is another but when it comes to affordability and fast delivery,
few can compete with Smith and Warren badges. The company offers thousands of styles with
different finish, center seal, engraving and backing options.

Smith and Warren badges come in several finishes which include Nickel, Rhodium, Gold, Sil-Ray,
Gol-Ray, Two-Tone, and Cote D'Or which is the ultimate gold finish with 24k gold plate suitable for
display quality or highest awards. Engraving is offered in several font choices and colors and
backings can be manufactured with pin and safety, screw and post for hats, or wallet backings. In
addition center seals are offered for all 50 states, and also many standard justice or federal seals
such as scales of justice, 5 point stars, U.S. eagle crest and hundreds of more options for police,
fire, ems, candadian, and even chaplain options. If a department, agency or organization wants their
own custom made from scratch or seal based on their idea, one time die charges can range from
$90 to $300 depending on design and details.  It should also be noted that all of their badges come
with a 100% lifetime warranty!

Another large factor for the company's success is also based on their time frame to deliver their
custom badge product line which roughly range from 3 to 4 weeks. Most other companies or
competitors usually manufacture anywhere from 6 to 8 weeks and sometimes even more. Smith and
Warren can produce a completely custom badge based on a customer's idea and design in that
time frame. The company has a large network of dealers throughout the U.S. and many of them
also utilize the Visual Badge web program which allows departments and agencies to actually build
a badge, add engraving and seals and see the badge before ordering. This eliminates any guess
work and also gives the dealer network an easy way to take orders without mistakes. Some
respected dealers aside from the usual large company's like Galls, would include companies like
Police Equipment Depot and INTAPOL Industries. Both companies have decades experience
handling customer badge orders and also offer online ordering options. The law enforcement
equipment industry sells all kinds of life saving products, weapons and accessories, but most
officers take the most pride in their police badge over most of their other gear. If there is one badge
company that outshines the rest, it would be Smith and Warren badges. Don't settle or spend
elsewhere, when you can achieve considerable savings and fast delivery with Smith and Warren.
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